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>> The developer of a major RPG title of a new era in action role playing games, kairo inc. is a dedicated developer that relishes in the development of new genres. Since the release of the well-received Secret of Mana of the SNES, they have been diligently working
to create another highly anticipated title. After the release of the Legend of Mana on the Vita platform in 2014, Tarnished is the title will take the action RPG genre forward yet again. ■ Features 1. A Land Between Worlds A land between the worlds, a vast world
which the ending of the world known as the Elden Ring will join. A land full of promise and abundance, where there are infinite possibilities. 2. A New World for New Heroes A great number of adventurers arrive in Tarnished, however, they are not adventurers
seeking fame nor fortune but adventurers who arrive because they want to find a mysterious power known as the “Elden Ring”. 3. A Brand New Battle System New battlefield system. Move your party around and use their abilities to defeat enemies and progress in
the game. 4. A New Battle System. New battlefield system. Move your party around and use their abilities to defeat enemies and progress in the game. 5. A New Style of Combat A new style of combat where you can use your party’s special skills and abilities to
defeat enemies. 6. A New Battle System. A new style of combat where you can use your party’s special skills and abilities to defeat enemies. 7. A Full 3-D Experience. Enjoy a rich 3-D display thanks to the wide variety of character costumes and weapons. ■
Operation 1. Features: A Land Between Worlds. A vast world which the ending of the world known as the Elden Ring will join. A land full of promise and abundance, where there are infinite possibilities. A Great Number of Adventurers. A great number of adventurers
arrive in Tarnished, however, they are not adventurers seeking fame nor fortune but adventurers who arrive because they want to find a mysterious power known as the “Elden Ring”. The New Battle System. In this game, you will be able to use skills and abilities
from the party to fight.

Elden Ring Features Key:
Create your own character. A complete class system including all the necessary information from the beginning of the game.
Create a character that suits your play style with the ease and flexibility of skill combining.
A large and exciting world that gets more interesting every time you play.
A story that changes and unfolds, leaving you with many new and exciting surprises to enjoy.
Amazing fights that never get boring thanks to all the various skills and items.
Several online capabilities, including asynchronous connection.

 

What is Inscript Dev?

Inscript dev is the custom app development branch of Ludosity Inc., a family-run tech company founded in 2012 in the North American game industry.

Unlike other game studios which specialize in specific genres such as strategy, action or role-playing, Ludosity aims to develop cross-platform intellectual properties which have a broad market appeal. Its flagship titles VIVA! and VIVA! 2 The Temple of Osiris actively
achieve this goal by combining the gameplay of one of the most popular game genres into a single package. Its current focus is on creating rich fantasy RPG titles from mobile phone to consoles.

Drawing on its over ten years of experience in the video game industry, Inscript Dev is a polished team with an accumulated professional experience in game development. It has a collective of experienced game developers from around the world to support its efforts in
technology and strategy.

Research and development is performed at Ludosity Studios in NHPR The Mansion Founded in June 2013 and run by Yan Rumeau, a key figure in the north-American game development scene. Its studios are based in Montreal, Canada.

 

Please Visit:

www.inscriptdev.com
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